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Abstract—Dynamic wireless power transfer systems re-5
quire to supply many transmitting coils deployed under the6
road surface and arranged along the so-called track. This7
layout entails the use of a large number of inverters or8
of devices that switch the power to the proper coils. This9
article presents a technique that uses a single three-phase10
inverter to supply two coils with voltages having different11
and independently adjustable amplitudes of their first har-12
monic component. Differently from the well-known phase13
shift technique, the amplitude and the phase of the voltages14
are not correlated. Moreover, the presented technique has15
the ability of inherently reducing the phase difference be-16
tween the two output currents when the supplied loads are17
partially reactive. This feature enhances the power transfer18
capability of the inverter when both the track coils are cou-19
pled with the same pickup. After presenting this technique,20
this article analyzes the functioning of the dual-output in-21
verter in different load conditions recognizing the bound-22
aries of four different modes of operation. For each of them23
the analytical expression of the amplitude and phase of the24
generated voltages are given. The theoretical findings are25
validated by experiments performed on a prototypal setup26
that implements the presented modulation technique.27

Index Terms—Inductive power transmission, phase con-28
trol, voltage source inverters, wireless power transfer.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

W IRELESS power transfer (WPT) based on magnetic31

induction is the subject of advanced studies that aim at32

transferring power onboard electric vehicles running on suitable33

tracks [1], [2], [3]. Implementation of tracks requires to design34

carefully the transmitting coils [4], their reciprocal placement35

[5], and their supply system. The latter one could include a large36

number of inverters and, hence, it is mandatory to optimize its37

architecture. Some proposals have been presented to minimize38

the complexity and the cost of the supply infrastructure by39
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using only one inverter and relying on the interaction between 40

the transmitting coils to transfer energy to a pickup coupled to 41

any of them [6], [7]. With this arrangement, however, it is not 42

possible to control independently the coils as all of them are 43

always energized. Other approaches are based on switches that 44

forward the power supplied by the inverter only to the track 45

coils that must be energized; the switches are implemented by 46

static devices [8], [9] or by additional inductors whose cores are 47

on purpose saturated to control the power transfer [10]; another 48

solution exploits the inherent variation of the impedance of the 49

track coil coupled to the pickup to forward the supply power to 50

it [11]. These approaches do not allow to control independently 51

the power supplied to the energized coils and this could be 52

a limiting factor if, depending on the distance between two 53

subsequent track coils and on their dimension, the pickup is 54

temporary coupled simultaneously with two of them [5]. In this 55

case, both the track coils contribute to the power transfer, which 56

is maximum when the currents flowing in the coils are in phase so 57

as to sum the magnetic fluxes linked with the pickup. The same 58

requirement is found also in [12], where the currents in the two 59

subcoils of a track DD coil are controlled separately. Besides the 60

phase relation between the currents, it is also important to control 61

independently their amplitude to maximize the WPT system 62

(WPTS) efficiency; Huh and Ahn [13] and Kim and Ahn [14] 63

used separate inverters to supply the track coils, increasing the 64

complexity of the infrastructure, and requiring to exchange some 65

data between the inverters control stages [13] to synchronize the 66

phases of the output currents. 67

A solution to reduce the cost and the complexity of the 68

infrastructure is proposed in [15], where a PWM technique for a 69

three-legs inverter with two outputs is presented. It allows to save 70

two power switches with respect to the conventional solution of 71

using two two-legs inverters. The same scheme is generalized 72

in [16] for the supply of multiple track coils. 73

Considering that the surface vehicle standard J2954 issued by 74

SAE [17] fixes to 85 kHz the nominal supply frequency fs of 75

the wireless charging stations, the PWM technique proposed in 76

[15] is not viable to control the amplitude of the high frequency 77

inverter (HFI) output voltage. Instead, in WPTSs, the phase 78

shift technique (PST) is commonly used [18], [19], even if 79

some authors propose to supply the transmitting coils with a 80

square-wave voltage [16]. 81

An original technique for the command of the HFI power 82

switches has been presented in [20]. This technique is derived 83
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Fig. 1. Circuital scheme of the single output HFI (legs LGa and LGc)
and of the dual output HFI (all the three legs).

from the PST but, differently from it, allows to supply simul-84

taneously two coils with two voltages whose amplitudes are85

adjusted independently while maintaining their phase relation.86

Moreover, when the loads seen at the HFI outputs are partially87

reactive, this technique exhibits the inherent ability of adjusting88

the phases of the output voltages in order to reduce the phase89

difference between the two output currents. With respect to [20],90

this article gives a much deeper mathematical analysis of the91

functioning and performance of the presented technique and,92

to this aim, uses the phasor notation to describe the generated93

voltages. The findings of the theoretical analysis are validated94

by the results of experimental tests.95

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II96

reviews the functioning and the limitations of the PST and intro-97

duces the phasor representation used in the subsequent sections.98

Section III describes the proposed technique, and analyzes its99

operation with resistive loads. Section IV considers the effects100

of a partially reactive load on the amplitude and the phase of101

the output voltages. Section V demonstrates and quantifies the102

ability of the proposed technique to reduce the phase difference103

between the output currents. Section VI reports the results of104

the tests performed on a prototypal WPTS. Finally, Section VII105

concludes this article.106

II. PHASE SHIFT TECHNIQUE107

A. Conventional Phase Shift Technique108

A single track coil can be supplied using an HFI formed by109

the two legs LGa and LGc sketched in Fig. 1. According to the110

PST, the power switches are commanded with square-wave gate111

signals to generate the two voltages vco and vao. They can be112

expressed as113

vco = square
(
ωst+

π

2

)
(1)

vao = square
(
ωst+

π

2
− αa,ps

)
(2)

where square(θ) is a square wave function having the falling edge114

at θ = 0, ωs = 2π·fs is the supply angular frequency and αa,ps115

is the phase shift between the gate signals of the two legs. The116

voltages vco and vao are plotted in Fig. 2 with the red solid line117

and the green dash-dotted line, respectively. In drawing the figure118

and in the subsequent discussion, the effects of the dead-times119

Fig. 2. Voltages vco, vbo, and vco generated by PST.

Fig. 3. Voltages vac,ps, vbc,ps and their first harmonic components
generated by PST.

and of the finite commutation times are neglected. In this and in 120

the following figures, a small offset is added to the square wave 121

voltages in order to make it easier to distinguish them from each 122

other. 123

The actual waveform of the output voltage vac, equal to 124

vac,ps = vao − vco (3)

is imposed by the phase shift αa,ps, which lies in the interval 125

(0,π). When αa,ps = 0, vao is in phase with vco and the output 126

voltage vac,ps is nullified; when αa,ps = π, vao, and vco are in 127

phase opposition and vac,ps has a square waveform with twice 128

the amplitude ofvao andvco. In general,vac,ps has the three-level 129

waveform shown by the red solid line in Fig. 3. In each semi 130

period the length of the phase interval with nonzero voltage is 131

equal to αa,ps. 132

Usually the coils of a WPTS are connected to suitable com- 133

pensation networks made of reactive elements [21]. In Fig. 1, 134

the compensation network of the coil a is formed by the series 135

capacitor Ca that resonates with the coil inductance La. The 136

impedance Rref,a accounts for the coil parasitic resistance and 137

the equivalent load of the pickup side of the WPTS reflected to 138

the transmitting side. If the series resonance is enforced at the 139

pickup side, Rref,a results purely resistive. 140

bertman38930
Barra

bertman38930
Testo inserito
write "a" with the quotation marks, like in row 522
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The series resonant compensation introduces a minimum of141

the reactance seen at the inverter output in correspondence with142

the supply frequency. Consequently, the inverter output current143

is nearly sinusoidal despite the quasi-square waveform of the144

output voltage. From this condition it derives that the power145

transferred to the pickup is mainly dependent on the first har-146

monic component of the supply voltage and is only marginally147

affected by its higher order harmonics. For this reason, it is a148

common practice in the analysis of the WPTSs to consider only149

the first harmonic component of the output voltage rather than150

its actual waveform. The first harmonic component vac,ps,fa of151

vac,ps is expressed by152

vac,ps,fa = Vac,ps cos (ωst+ θvac,ps) (4)

and is plotted in Fig. 3 using the thin red solid line.153

Its amplitude Vac,ps is154

Vac,ps = Vdc
4
π sin

(αa,ps

2

)
Δ
= VM sin

(αa,ps

2

)
(5)

where VM is the maximum amplitude achievable by first har-155

monic component of the inverter output voltage with the given156

dc side voltage Vdc. The initial phase θvac,ps is measured with157

respect to the central point of the negative half period of vco and158

results159

θvac,ps =
π

2
− αa,ps

2
. (6)

The simultaneous supply of two or more track coils can be160

performed using independent HFIs, however, it is possible to161

reduce the cost and the complexity of the WPTS by arranging162

the coils into pairs and supplying each pair using a three-legs163

HFI, as shown in Fig. 1. In this way, the power switches of the164

legs LGa and LGb are flown by the currents ia and ib, while165

LGc sustains the current ic, equal to the sum of ia and ib.166

Applying the PST with the phase shift angle θb,ps to the gate167

command of LGb and LGc, vbc,ps is obtained at the second168

output of the HFI according to169

vbc,ps = vbo − vco . (7)

The amplitude Vbc,ps of its first harmonic component can be170

adjusted independently from Vac,ps, but, following from (6), if171

the phase shift angle αb,ps differs from αa,ps, the phase θvbc,ps172

results different from θvac,ps, as shown in Fig. 3 using the thin173

blue dashed line.174

In the hypothesis that the reflected load is substantially re-175

sistive for both the track coils, as it usually happens when176

series compensation is used in the pickup, a phase displacement177

between the supply voltages entails an about equal phase dis-178

placement between ia and ib, thus impairing the power transfer179

capability of the WPTS when the two track coils supply the same180

pickup.181

B. Phasor Representation of the Generated Voltages182

To represent with more effectiveness the differences between183

the PST and the proposed technique, the phasor notation is184

introduced. Given the phase reference used in (4) and (6), the185

real axis of the phasor diagram corresponds to the opposite186

Fig. 4. Phasor representation of the output voltage.

of the phasor of the first harmonic components vco,fa of vco, 187

represented in Fig. 3 using the thin green dash-dotted line. 188

The phasor of vac,ps,fa is denoted as V ac,ps. Its components 189

are derived from (5) and (6) with some manipulations that 190

involve the use of the double-angle and the half-angle formulas 191{
vac,ps,Re =

VM

2 (1− cos (αa,ps))
vac,ps,Im = VM

2
sin (αa,ps)

. (8)

By expressing v2ac,ps,Im as a function of v2ac,ps,Re and 192

vac,ps,Re, the relation (9) is obtained 193

v2ac,ps,Im +

(
vac,ps,Re − VM

2

)2

=

(
VM

2

)2

. (9)

Equations (8) and (9) reveal that whileαa,ps spans the interval 194

(0,π), the tip of V ac,ps moves from (0,0) to (VM ,0) along the 195

semi-circumference centered in (VM /2,0) and having radius 196

equal to VM /2, as shown in Fig. 4. 197

III. PARTIALLY IMPOSED VOLTAGE TECHNIQUE 198

The modulation technique presented in [20] is based on the 199

hypothesis that the currents supplied by the dual-output HFI 200

flow for the full supply period, as it usually happens when the 201

WPTS operates in resonance. This technique allows to adjust 202

independently the amplitudes Vac and Vbc while maintaining 203

the phase relation 204

θvac − θvbc = 0. (10)

In the same way as PST, the power switches of LGc are 205

commanded with a 50% duty cycle, so that the voltage vco, 206

represented by the thick green dash-dotted line in the upper half 207

of Fig. 5, is imposed during the full supply period. Differently 208

from PST, there are not negligible intervals of the supply period 209

during which neither the upper nor the lower switches of LGa 210

and/or LGb are closed. In these intervals, the actual voltages 211

vao and vbo are not imposed by the switching commands but 212

are dictated by the currents at the HFI outputs, which force the 213

conduction of either the upper or the lower free-wheeling diodes. 214

For this reason, the presented technique is designed as partially 215

imposed voltage technique (PIVT). 216
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Fig. 5. Voltage waveforms generated by PIVT with θia = θib = 0.

More in details, as shown in the upper half of Fig. 5, the217

PIVT closes the upper switch Ta,u of LGa only for an interval218

centered around 0 and spanningαa radians, and the lower switch219

Ta,l of the same leg for an equal interval centered around π.220

Consequently, the power switches of LGa are turned ON and221

OFF one time per supply period, like it happens in PST. While222

Ta,u or Ta,l are closed, the voltage vao is equal to Vdc or to223

−Vdc, respectively, as highlighted by the thick red solid line.224

When both the power switches are open, in agreement with the225

conventions of Fig. 1, at the positive zero crossing of current ia,226

the upper freewheeling diode Da,u of LGa is forced to turn OFF227

while the lower freewheeling diode Da,l is forced to turn ON,228

driving vao to −Vdc. At the negative zero crossing of ia, Da,u is229

forced to turn ON, Da,l is forced to turn OFF, and vao is driven to230

Vdc. When Ta,u is turned ON and OFF, Da,l is forced to turn OFF231

and ON, respectively. The same happens with the pair Ta,l-Da,u.232

If ia is in phase to −vco,fa, as exemplified by the magenta233

dotted line of Fig. 5, the waveform of vao results as reported234

in the upper half of the figure, where the voltages due to the235

diode conduction are represented by the thin red dashed line.236

The output voltage vac = vao − vco is plotted in the lower half of237

Fig. 5, using the thick red solid line when the voltage is imposed238

by the power switches and the thin red dashed line when it is239

driven by the diodes. Obviously, PIVT is used also to command240

the power switches of LGb. If the current ib is in phase to−vco,fa,241

the voltages vbo and vbc have the waveforms plotted with the blue242

lines, the difference with respect to vao and vac being that the243

length of the power switches conduction intervals is αb instead244

of αa.245

The waveforms of vac and vbc are the same obtained with246

the PST but their phase is different as they are symmetric with247

respect to θ = 0. Thanks to this symmetry, it results248

θvac = θvbc = 0 (11)

for any pair of αa and αb so that (10) is always verified. By (11),249

the two voltages result in phase to −vco,fa and, hence, they are250

in phase to ia and ib.251

Equation (5) holds also for the amplitude of the first harmonic252

components of vac and vbc. For vac, it is rewritten as253

Vac,0 = VM sin
(αa

2

)
(12)

where the subscript “0” denotes that (12) refers to the condition 254

of having ia in phase to vac,fa. A similar relation holds also for 255

Vbc,0 provided that αb is used instead of αa. 256

The components of V ac,0 are 257{
vac,0,Re = VM sin

(
αa

2

)
vac,0,Im = 0

(13)

and while αa varies in (0,π), the tip of the phasor V ac,0 moves 258

from (0,0) to (VM ,0) along the real axis of Fig. 4. 259

The results of this section can be summarized by stating that if 260

the loads seen at the HFI outputs are purely resistive, the currents 261

ia and ib are in phase each to the other irrespectively from the 262

relevant output voltages. 263

IV. EFFECT OF LOAD REACTANCE 264

Generally speaking, if the track coils are coupled each other 265

with the mutual inductance Mab and with the pickup with the 266

mutual inductances Map and Mbp, the expressions that link the 267

supply voltages to the track coils currents are 268⎧⎨
⎩
V ac =

(
Ża +

ω2
sM

2
ap

Żp

)
Īa +

(
jωsMab +

ω2
sMapMbp

Żp

)
Īb

V bc =
(
Żb +

ω2
sM

2
bp

Żp

)
Īb +

(
jωsMab +

ω2
sMapMbp

Żp

)
Īa

(14)
where Ża and Żb are the impedances of the assemblies made 269

of the track coils and their compensation networks whilst Żp is 270

the impedance that accounts for the pickup, its compensation 271

network and the load reflected at the input of the high frequency 272

rectifier (HFR) that conditions the voltage induced across the 273

pickup. 274

While the mutual inductance Mab can be reduced by properly 275

designing the coils [22] or by setting up a proper decoupling 276

solution [23], the track coils interaction due to the coupling with 277

the pickup cannot be avoided if both of them supply it at the 278

same time. However, if the track coils and the pickup are series- 279

compensated, the three impedances Ża, Żb, and Żp are purely 280

resistive and if V ac and V ac are in-phase, the same happens also 281

for the currents. 282

The hypothesis of having purely resistive impedances Ża, Żb, 283

and Żp cannot be assured in practical application because of the 284

tolerance on the components of the compensation networks, their 285

variations with ageing, the dependence of the self-inductances 286

and mutual inductance of the track coils and of the pickup to 287

their relative positions. 288

Any of these causes originates a phase displacement between 289

the currents ia and ib and the first harmonic components vac,fa 290

and vbc,fa of the relevant HFI output voltages. In the subsequent 291

analysis it is supposed that the phase displacement can take 292

any value even if, in a practical application, only the interval 293

(−π/2,π/2) should be considered, otherwise the power would 294

flow back from the load to the dc side of the HFI. In order to 295

simplify the discussion, only the effect of a phase lag of ia with 296

respect to−vco,fa will be considered, with the awareness that the 297

results can be easily adapted to the case of ia leading −vco,fa, 298

and extended to the current ib. Moreover, it is also supposed 299

that αa > 0 whilst the generalization of the results to the case 300

αa = 0 is reported in the next Section. 301
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Fig. 6. Voltage waveforms generated by PIVT in mode A.

By analysis of Fig. 5, three modes of operation can be rec-302

ognized: a) ia changes its sign from negative to positive before303

Ta,u is switched ON; b) ia changes sign while Ta,u is ON; c) ia304

changes its sign after Ta,u is switched OFF.305

Each mode originates a different behavior and must be studied306

separately. In all the cases ia is considered sinusoidal and is307

expressed as308

ia = Ia cos (ωst+ θia) . (15)

A. (αa/2− π/2) < θia < 0309

This situation is exemplified in Fig. 6. By comparison with310

Fig. 5, it results that there are two more phase intervals where311

the HFI output voltage vac is different from zero. During the312

first interval, which begins at the falling edge of vco and extends313

for a phase interval equal to |θia|, ia maintains the conduction of314

Da,u so that vac results equal to Vdc. During the second interval,315

which has the same phase length and begins at the rising edge316

of vco, the conducting diode is Da,l and vac is equal to -Vdc.317

The voltage vac can be expressed as the sum of the output318

voltage plotted in Fig. 5 and relevant to the case of θia = 0,319

and of the voltage vac,ia, plotted with the blue dotted line in320

the lower half of Fig. 6, which includes only the two additional321

conduction intervals originated by the reactive component of ia.322

The waveform of vac,ia is similar to that of Fig. 3 and, hence, the323

parameters of its first harmonic components vac,ia,fa are easily324

derived from (5) and (6) as325

Vac,ia = − VM sin

(
θia
2

)
(16)

θvac,ia =
π

2
+

θia
2

(17)

where θia is negative because, by hypothesis, (αa/2 − π/2) <326

θia < 0.327

Equations (16) and (17) show that, differently from what328

happens with αa, the angle θia affects the phase of vac,ia,fa329

besides its amplitude, and hence, it effects the phase of vac,fa.330

The phasor of vac,fa can be decomposed as in Fig. 4 in two331

contributes332

V ac = V ac,0 + V ac,ia. (18)

The first of them is aligned with the real axis and has the 333

components given by (13) while the components of V ac,ia, 334

derived from (16) and (17) are 335{
vac,ia,Re =

VM

2 (1− cos (θia))
vac,ia,Im = − VM

2
sin (θia) .

(19)

From the comparison of (19) with (8) and by remembering 336

that θia is negative it can be concluded that the tip of V ac,ia 337

moves on the same semicircumference as the tip of V ac,ps. In 338

the limit condition of αa = 0 and in the hypothesis that also 339

in this case ia flows for the full supply period, the constraint 340

(αa/2−π/2) < θia < 0 states that θia could span the interval 341

(−π/2,0) and that, consequently, the tip of V ac, which in this 342

limit condition is equal to V ac,ia, would move on the arc of 343

the semicircumference beginning at (VM /2,VM /2) and ending 344

at (0,0). This is denoted as the maximum arc. 345

In realistic operating conditions αa is bigger than zero and 346

as it increases, θia can span a reducing angular interval so that 347

the tip of V ac,ia moves on shorter and shorter sections of the 348

maximum arc, beginning at the point 349{
vac,ia,Re,max = VM

2

(
1− sin

(
αa

2

))
vac,ia,Im,max = VM

2 cos
(
αa

2

) (20)

and ending at (0,0). Equation (20) is obtained from (19) by 350

setting θia = −π/2 + αa/2. 351

From (18), (19), and (13), the components of the phasor V ac 352

result 353{
vac,Re =

VM

2

[
2sin

(
αa

2

)
+ 1− cos (θia)

]
vac,Im = − VM

2
sin (θia)

(21)

from them, the amplitude and the phase of V ac are readily 354

derived as 355

Vac =
VM

2

√[
2sin

(αa

2

)
+ 1− cos (θia)

]2
+ [sin (θia)]

2

(22)

θvac,1 = atan

[
− sin (θia)

2sin
(
αa

2

)
+ 1− cos (θia)

]
. (23)

For a given value of αa, Vac results higher than Vac,0 because 356

of the contribute of V ac,ia, but in any case, Vac never exceeds 357

VM , which is reached when αa = π and V ac,ia is null. 358

For any value of αa in (0,π), while θia spans the interval (αa 359

/2−π/2,0), the tip of V ac moves on an arc originating at 360{
vac,Re,max = VM

2

(
1 + sin

(
αa

2

))
vac,Im,max = VM

2 cos
(
αa

2

) (24)

and ending at (VM ·sin(αa /2), 0). The origins of these arcs lie on 361

the quarter of circumference drawn with the blue dash-dotted 362

line in Fig. 4. It is denoted as limit arc because, together the 363

maximum arc, it bounds the semicircle where all the possible 364

phasors V ac fall. 365

Fig. 4 reports an example of the decomposition of V ac ac- 366

cording to (18) and all the possible positions of its tip for five 367

different values of αa. When αa = 0 the maximum arc on the 368

left, expressed by (19), is obtained; as αa increases the arcs 369
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Fig. 7. Voltage waveforms generated by PIVT in mode B.

origins move to the right on the limit arc and the arcs length370

diminishes. Any two arcs intersect only outside the boundary371

semicircumference and, consequently, for any given phasor V ac372

there is only one pair of αa and θia that realize it.373

The analysis of the PIVT when ia leads −vco,fa and 0 ≤374

θia ≤ (π/2 − αa/2) is readily derived from the previous results375

considering that in this situation the conduction intervals of the376

diodes are on the right of the power switches conduction intervals377

instead that on the left. As a consequence, the phase of V ac,ia378

is negative and the phasor diagram of Fig. 4 must be redrawn379

symmetrically with respect to the real axis.380

B. (−αa/2− π/2) ≤ θia ≤ (αa/2− π/2)381

This mode is exemplified in Fig. 7. By comparison with Fig. 6,382

it results that now the intervals of diode conduction extend up383

to the turning ON of the power switches. As a consequence, the384

output voltage vac results positive from−π/2 to αa and negative385

from π/2 to π+αa with a waveform that depends on αa only,386

being the same that would have been obtained using the PST387

with αa,ps = π/2+αa/2. The amplitude and the phase of vac,fa388

are then expressed by (25) and (26), obtained from (5) and (6)389

Vac = VM sin
(π
4
+

αa

4

)
(25)

θvac =
π

4
− αa

4
. (26)

390

The components ofV ac are worked out manipulating (25) and391

(26) obtaining expressions equal to (24), thus demonstrating that392

while αa spans the interval (0,π), the tip of V ac lies on the limit393

arc.394

As in the previous mode, if the current ia leads −vco,fa395

and (π/2 − αa/2)≤θia≤(π/2+αa/2), the findings are still valid396

provided that the diagram of Fig. 4 is redrawn symmetrically397

with respect to the real axis.398

C. −π ≤ θia ≤ (−αa/2− π/2)399

This mode happens when the diodes conduction enlarges the400

phase interval of nonzero vac beyond the end of the conduction401

interval of the power switches, as exemplified in Fig. 8.402

Fig. 8. Voltage waveforms generated by PIVT in mode C.

The overall waveform of the output voltage vac is similar to 403

that considered in situation A about vac,ia, consequently, vac 404

and θac are given by (16) and (17). However, in this case the 405

interval spanned by θia ranges from an angle smaller than −π/2 406

to −π so that the tip of V ac lies on the limit arc instead that on 407

the maximum arc. 408

The symmetry of phasor diagram with respect to the real axis 409

holds also in this mode if 0 ≤ θia ≤ (π/2 − αa/2). 410

V. PHASE ADJUSTING PROPERTY OF PIVT 411

The phase adjusting property of the PIVT can be easily figured 412

by conceiving an ideal experiment. Let us suppose that the 413

equivalent loads at the HFI outputs are both resistive so that 414

the phase displacements ΔθLa and ΔθLb between the output 415

currents ia and ib and the relevant voltages vac,fa and vbc,fa are 416

zero. Then, there are no additional conduction intervals of the 417

free-wheeling diodes and the phases θvac and θvbc of the output 418

voltages with respect to −vco,fa are zero; being ΔθLa = ΔθLb 419

= 0, the same holds also for θia, and θib. 420

If, for any reason, the equivalent load connected at the a-c 421

output of the HFI becomes partially inductive, ΔθLa becomes 422

negative. The lag of ia with respect to vac,fa originates additional 423

conduction intervals for the diodes which, in turn, forces vac,fa 424

to lead vbc,fa of the phase angle θvac>0. Being understood that 425

ΔθLa is dictated only by the equivalent load and is independent 426

from θvac, the phase advance of vac,fa shifts ia forward of the 427

same phase angle. Then, the resulting phase lag of ia, with 428

respect to −vco,fa, equal to 429

θia = ΔθLa + θvac (27)

is smaller than it would have been if θvac had remained equal to 430

0, thus reducing the phase displacement between ia and ib. This 431

result holds even ifΔθLa > 0, or if the reactive load is connected 432

to the b-c output of the HFI. It is worth to highlight that the 433

reactance of the equivalent load can arise from nonidealities of 434

the WPTS, as hypothesized in the previous paragraphs, or from 435

on-purpose designed compensation networks connected to the 436

track coils or to the pickup. In both cases, the PIVT reduces 437

the phase displacement between the HFI output currents with 438

respect to the PST. 439
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Equations (22) and (23), which hold in mode A, and (16) and440

(17), relevant to mode C, use θia as independent variable to work441

out θvac, thus making difficult to apply directly (27) to obtain θia.442

To circumvent this difficulty, it is useful to remind that usually443

the control algorithm of a WPTS generates the reference for the444

amplitude of ia and manipulates Vac adjusting αa to track it.445

Thus, in the subsequent considerations Vac is considered as a446

given parameter V ∗
ac and θia is computed as a function of both447

V ∗
ac and ΔθLa. As a byproduct of the procedure, αa is obtained448

as well, showing that in some conditions there is not any αa able449

to implement the required V ∗
ac, thus finding the boundaries of450

the operating region where PIVT can be actually controlled.451

The computation of θia begins by hypothesizing that the452

PIVT is operating in mode A. Using (27) to express θvac, the453

components of V ac are by definition equal to454 {
vac,Re = V ∗

ac cos (θia −ΔθLa)
vac,Im = V ∗

ac sin (θia −ΔθLa)
. (28)

The second of (28) can be expanded in455

vac,Im = V ∗
ac [sin (θia) cos (ΔθLa)− cos (θia) sin (ΔθLa)] .

(29)
Equating (29) to the second of (21) it is possible to derive a456

relation between θia and ΔθLa as457

θia = atan

[
sin (θia)

cos (θia)

]
= atan

[
sin (ΔθLa)

cos (ΔθLa) +
1
2
VM

V ∗
ac

]
. (30)

Equation (30) states that |tan(θia)|<|tan(ΔθLa)| and that, con-458

sequently, |θia|<|ΔθLa|, as expected. Moreover, (30) shows that459

for small values of V ∗
ac the phase adjusting is more effective460

because atan(θia) is small. If, instead, V ∗
ac increases the phase461

adjusting is less effective.462

Once θia is obtained by (30), it is inserted in the first of (28)463

to compute vac,Re. Then, θia and vac,Re are used in the first of464

(21) to work out αa in the form465

αa = 2asin

(
vac,Re

VM
+

cos (θia)

2
− 1

2

)
. (31)

If αa > 0 and (αa/2−π/2)< θia < 0 the hypothesis of466

operating in condition A is verified and the values obtained from467

(30) and (31) are correct. Otherwise mode B is considered.468

In mode B, the phasor V ac is completely defined by αa and469

so, being its amplitude V ∗
ac given, by (25) it results470

αa = 4

[
asin

(
V ∗
ac

VM

)
− π

4

]
. (32)

Once obtained αa, it is substituted in (26) to find θvac and471

then, by (27) θia is readily worked out. In this mode, αa must472

be positive and θia must satisfy the condition (−αa/2 − π/2) ≤473

θia ≤ (αa/2 − π/2), otherwise mode C is checked474

In mode C, the actual output voltage cannot be controlled475

because it depends on the conduction of the diodes rather than476

on the power switches commands. From (17) and (27), θia is477

computed as a function of the phase displacement due to the478

load obtaining479

θia = 2ΔθLa + π (33)

then, using (16) and (17), V ac is derived.480

Fig. 9. Phase correction property of PIVT.

The phase displacement αa can assume any value between 0 481

and −2(θia-π/2) without affecting the PIVT functioning. If αa 482

exceeds the maximum value, then mode B occurs. Instead, if αa 483

is equal to 0 a particular case of mode A happens. This mode is 484

denoted as D and its analysis is readily performed recognizing 485

that (21) changes into (19), which in turn comes from (16) and 486

(17). Then the PIVT functioning is described by (16), (17), and 487

(33), like in mode C, but with the additional condition of having 488

αa = 0. 489

Fig. 9 reports the plots of θia as a function of ΔθLa for 490

different values of the V ∗
ac/VM ratio. When ΔθLa is equal to 491

zero, obviously θia is equal to 0 as well, independently from 492

the value of V ∗
ac, and so all the curves begin at the origin of 493

the graph. Initially PIVT operates in mode A and, according to 494

(30), the phase compensation effect is stronger with small values 495

of V ∗
ac. This is reflected in Fig. 9, where the five different blue 496

solid lines, each of them relevant to mode A with a different 497

value of V ∗
ac, show that for a given |ΔθLa| the corresponding 498

|θia| is always smaller, and that their difference increases as V ∗
ac 499

decreases. As θia becomes more negative, the contribution of 500

the additional conduction intervals to the overall amplitude Vac 501

increases and αa must be reduced to maintain Vac equal to V ∗
ac. 502

At this point, two different evolutions are possible. 503

1) It happens that αa must be set to zero while |θia|<π/2, 504

passing to mode D. It is represented by the magenta dotted 505

segment. IfΔθLa decreases further, the diodes conduction 506

intervals enlarge even more and when their angular span 507

exceeds π/2, mode C is enforced and the (ΔθLa,θia) pair 508

moves on the green dash-dotted segment. 509

2) If V ∗
ac is high enough, the enlarging diodes conduction 510

intervals merge with the shrinking power switches con- 511

duction intervals before the latter ones reduce to zero, and 512

originate situation B, represented by the red dashed lines. 513

A further decrease of ΔθLa forces αa to be set to zero, 514

but now condition |θia| > π/2 holds and the PIVT moves 515

from mode B to mode C without passing through mode 516

D. 517

VI. PIVT EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 518

A. Experimental Setup 519

The PIVT has been tested in an experimental setup that 520

includes an HFI that supplies with the voltage vac the 521

series-compensated coil “a” coupled with its pickup. The pickup 522
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Fig. 10. Experimental setup.

TABLE I
WPTS CHARACTERISTICS

is series-compensated as well, and is connected to an HFR523

formed by a diode H bridge. A capacitor is connected at the524

output of the HFR to smooth the oscillations of the dc bus525

voltage and a resistive load in parallel to the dc bus emulates526

the EV battery. The HFI output voltage vbc supplies the coil527

“b” that is series-connected with a compensation capacitor and528

a resistive load. This arrangement emulates the behavior of529

another track coil, and maintains a constant resistive equivalent530

load at the HFI output in order to have ib in phase to vbc,fa531

and to perform the tests in the same condition as considered532

in the previous Sections. Sizing and design of the HFI and its533

characteristics are described in details in [24]. Its power stage is534

based on the three-legs CCS050M12CM2 module manufactured535

by Wolfspeed and encompasses the driving and transduction536

circuitry. The control stage of the HFI was initially designed to537

drive only two legs of the power module and to implement the538

PST. It had been redesigned to drive the three legs of the power539

module and its control firmware, run by a Texas microcontroller540

TMS320F28335, has been rewritten to allow the implementation541

of the PIVT. The layout of the prototype is shown in Fig. 10542

whilst Table I reports its main characteristics.543

B. Experimental Tests and Results544

A number of tests have been performed on the prototypal545

WPTS to check the ability of the PIVT of supplying two coils546

with different voltages and of reducing the effects of the reac-547

tance seen at the HFI output on the relative phases of the currents548

ia and ib. The tests have been performed by increasing step by549

step the capacitance of the resonant capacitor Ca connected to550

the coil “a” up to reaching twice its nominal value. The amplitude551

of both ia and ib has been maintained around 5A adjusting552

manually vac and vbc acting on αa and αb. The samples of the553

quantities involved in each test have been acquired by means of554

a digital oscilloscope equipped with voltage and current probes.555

Fig. 11. HFI output voltages and currents with Ca = Ca,N.

Fig. 12. HFI output voltages and currents with Ca = 1.625·Ca,N.

In nominal conditions, i.e., when Ca = Ca,N the voltages and 556

the currents at the HFI outputs are those reported in Fig. 11. 557

It can be seen that ia and ib are in phase because both the 558

impedances seen at the inverter outputs are resistive. The spikes 559

in the waveforms of vab and vbc are due to the dead times of 560

0.5 μs inserted between the turning OFF and ON of the power 561

switches of LGc. 562

The waveforms relevant to the test performed with Ca = 563

1.625 Ca,N are plotted in Fig. 12. The figure clearly shows the 564

additional conduction intervals originated by the phase lagΔθLa 565

of ia with respect to and vac and described in Section IV-A. 566

These conduction intervals encompass also the spikes produced 567

by the dead times, which instead are still visible in the waveform 568

of vbc. Now ia and ib are no more in phase but the additional 569

voltage vac,ia reduces the phase difference between the currents. 570

The upper half of Fig. 13 shows the waveforms of the current ipk 571

in the pickup coil and of the voltage vpk at the input of the HFR. 572

Given that ipk flows for the full supply period, each pair of the 573

HFR diodes is in conduction and connects the dc bus to the input 574

terminals of the HFR for half of the supply period thus explaining 575

the square waveform of vpk. The lower half of Fig. 13 reports 576

the spectra of vac and ia. They confirm what can be deduced 577

by inspection of Figs. 11–12, i.e., that the current is nearly 578

sinusoidal and that the approach based on the first harmonic 579

components applied in the theoretical analysis performed in 580

the previous sections is justified. Finally, Fig. 14 shows the 581

waveforms of the voltages van, vbn, and vcn of the HFI, i.e., 582

bertman38930
Barra

bertman38930
Testo inserito
wite "OFF" and "ON" with a smaller font, like on rows 227-231
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Fig. 13. Pickup voltage and current with Ca = 1.625·Ca,N (top). Spec-
tra of vac and ia (bottom).

Fig. 14. HFI output voltages with Ca = 1.625·Ca,N.

Fig. 15. HFI output voltages and current with Ca = 1.25·Ca,N,
Ca = 1.5·Ca,N, and Ca = 2Ca,N.

the HFI output voltages referred to the negative terminal n of583

the dc bus. Apart for an offset of Vdc/2, they correspond with the584

expected profiles of vbo and vco, reported in Fig. 5, and of vao,585

plotted in Fig. 6.586

Setting Ca to other different values does not affect the wave-587

forms of vbc and ib and, hence, in Fig. 15 only vac and ia are588

plotted. The figure confirms that the length of the conduction589

intervals increases together with the lag of ia with respect to ib.590

With Ca = 2Ca,N, the PIVT is near to pass to the B mode of591

operation.592

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 16. Theoretical and experimental results comparison (top). Effi-
ciency results (bottom).

The samples of the waveform relevant to vac, vbc, ia, and ib 593

have been processed by a MATLAB script to work out the ampli- 594

tude and the phase of their first harmonic components obtaining 595

the values listed in Table II. Following from the consideration of 596

Sections II and III, if the load seen at the output b-c of the HFI is 597

purely resistive, vbc,fa results in phase to −vco,fa and, hence, it 598

has been used as phase reference for the other quantities instead 599

of−vco,fa without impairing the results of the previous sections. 600

According to the second column of Table II, ib results nearly 601

perfectly in phase to vbc,fa, thus confirming that the equivalent 602

load at the b-c output of the HFI is actually resistive and that 603

it is unaffected by the variation of Ca. The third column shows 604

how Vac has been increased to maintain a constant amplitude 605

of ia across the increasing impedance of the equivalent load. 606

The fourth column reveals that |ΔθLa| never exceeds 60° and 607

that consequently, according to Fig. 9, the PIVT always operate 608

in mode A. The fifth column highlights the phase adjusting 609

property of the PIVT that successes in reducing |θia| with respect 610

to |ΔθLa|. 611

Equation (30) has been used to obtain the nine blue lines 612

plotted in the upper half of Fig. 16. Each of them corresponds to 613

one value of Vac/VM given in Table II and to ΔθLa spanning the 614

interval (−60°,0). As a matter of fact, Fig. 16 can be considered 615

as a magnification of the upper-right part of Fig. 9. The blue 616

circles are obtained inserting in (30) the (Vac/VM ,ΔθLa) pairs 617

from Table II; each of them lies on a different line and represents 618

the theoretical value of θia. The red crosses, instead, correspond 619

to the experimental value of θia, reported on the fifth column of 620

Table II. 621
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Analysis of Fig. 16 shows that results from the experiments622

match very well with the expected ones and that PIVT is623

actually able to reduce the phase displacement between the624

currents when a reactive equivalent load is connected to the HFI625

outputs.626

C. Efficiency Considerations627

From the description given in Section III about the commuta-628

tions of the power switches and of the diodes it derives that, with629

respect to the PST, the PIVT exhibits two additional zero-current630

commutations for each diode of LGa and LGb in each supply631

period. Other diode commutations happen at the turning ON and632

OFF of the power switches and are of the same type as those633

happening at the end of the dead times when the PST is used.634

Consequently, it can be concluded that the switching losses635

caused by the PIVT exceed those relevant to PST of the amount636

given by the zero-current commutation of the diodes. Moreover,637

in PIVT the diodes are flown by current for a comparatively long638

time so that their conduction losses should be considered whilst639

with the PST only the power switches are flown by current for640

most of the period.641

The effect of the PIVT on the HFI efficiency have been ex-642

plored by processing the samples of the input and output voltages643

and currents, acquired in the working conditions considered in644

Table II. The two last columns of the table report the average645

efficiency relevant to the PST and the PIVT. These quantities646

are plotted in the lower half of Fig. 16. Analysis of the data647

shows that at low values of Ca/Ca,N, the efficiency of PIVT is648

comparable with that of the PST whilst, for higher values of649

Ca/Ca,N, the PIVT performs a little worse. This behavior can be650

explained by supposing that the diodes switching losses do not651

affect much the overall efficiency of the HFI whilst it is more652

sensitive to the conduction losses of the diodes, which likely are653

higher than those of the power switches.654

VII. CONCLUSION655

This article proposes a modulation technique for a three-leg656

HFI that allows the simultaneous supply of two track coils of657

a WPTS. The amplitudes of the voltages supplying the two658

coils can be adjusted independently while maintaining the coil659

currents in phase for resistive HFI loads and reducing the current660

phase difference under the onset of a reactive component of661

the loads. The proposed technique has been deeply analyzed662

mathematically and then substantiated by experimental tests663

performed on a prototypal WPTS. The obtained results match664

very well with the expected ones. The efficiency measurement665

show that, adopting the proposed modulation technique, the666

losses of the HFI increases only marginally with respect to those667

of PST.668
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Analysis and Experimentation of a Novel
Modulation Technique for a Dual-Output

WPT Inverter

1

2

3

Manuele Bertoluzzo , Giuseppe Buja , Life Fellow, IEEE, and Hemant Kumar Dashora, Member, IEEE4

Abstract—Dynamic wireless power transfer systems re-5
quire to supply many transmitting coils deployed under the6
road surface and arranged along the so-called track. This7
layout entails the use of a large number of inverters or8
of devices that switch the power to the proper coils. This9
article presents a technique that uses a single three-phase10
inverter to supply two coils with voltages having different11
and independently adjustable amplitudes of their first har-12
monic component. Differently from the well-known phase13
shift technique, the amplitude and the phase of the voltages14
are not correlated. Moreover, the presented technique has15
the ability of inherently reducing the phase difference be-16
tween the two output currents when the supplied loads are17
partially reactive. This feature enhances the power transfer18
capability of the inverter when both the track coils are cou-19
pled with the same pickup. After presenting this technique,20
this article analyzes the functioning of the dual-output in-21
verter in different load conditions recognizing the bound-22
aries of four different modes of operation. For each of them23
the analytical expression of the amplitude and phase of the24
generated voltages are given. The theoretical findings are25
validated by experiments performed on a prototypal setup26
that implements the presented modulation technique.27

Index Terms—Inductive power transmission, phase con-28
trol, voltage source inverters, wireless power transfer.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

W IRELESS power transfer (WPT) based on magnetic31

induction is the subject of advanced studies that aim at32

transferring power onboard electric vehicles running on suitable33

tracks [1], [2], [3]. Implementation of tracks requires to design34

carefully the transmitting coils [4], their reciprocal placement35

[5], and their supply system. The latter one could include a large36

number of inverters and, hence, it is mandatory to optimize its37

architecture. Some proposals have been presented to minimize38

the complexity and the cost of the supply infrastructure by39
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using only one inverter and relying on the interaction between 40

the transmitting coils to transfer energy to a pickup coupled to 41

any of them [6], [7]. With this arrangement, however, it is not 42

possible to control independently the coils as all of them are 43

always energized. Other approaches are based on switches that 44

forward the power supplied by the inverter only to the track 45

coils that must be energized; the switches are implemented by 46

static devices [8], [9] or by additional inductors whose cores are 47

on purpose saturated to control the power transfer [10]; another 48

solution exploits the inherent variation of the impedance of the 49

track coil coupled to the pickup to forward the supply power to 50

it [11]. These approaches do not allow to control independently 51

the power supplied to the energized coils and this could be 52

a limiting factor if, depending on the distance between two 53

subsequent track coils and on their dimension, the pickup is 54

temporary coupled simultaneously with two of them [5]. In this 55

case, both the track coils contribute to the power transfer, which 56

is maximum when the currents flowing in the coils are in phase so 57

as to sum the magnetic fluxes linked with the pickup. The same 58

requirement is found also in [12], where the currents in the two 59

subcoils of a track DD coil are controlled separately. Besides the 60

phase relation between the currents, it is also important to control 61

independently their amplitude to maximize the WPT system 62

(WPTS) efficiency; Huh and Ahn [13] and Kim and Ahn [14] 63

used separate inverters to supply the track coils, increasing the 64

complexity of the infrastructure, and requiring to exchange some 65

data between the inverters control stages [13] to synchronize the 66

phases of the output currents. 67

A solution to reduce the cost and the complexity of the 68

infrastructure is proposed in [15], where a PWM technique for a 69

three-legs inverter with two outputs is presented. It allows to save 70

two power switches with respect to the conventional solution of 71

using two two-legs inverters. The same scheme is generalized 72

in [16] for the supply of multiple track coils. 73

Considering that the surface vehicle standard J2954 issued by 74

SAE [17] fixes to 85 kHz the nominal supply frequency fs of 75

the wireless charging stations, the PWM technique proposed in 76

[15] is not viable to control the amplitude of the high frequency 77

inverter (HFI) output voltage. Instead, in WPTSs, the phase 78

shift technique (PST) is commonly used [18], [19], even if 79

some authors propose to supply the transmitting coils with a 80

square-wave voltage [16]. 81

An original technique for the command of the HFI power 82

switches has been presented in [20]. This technique is derived 83

0278-0046 © 2022 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Circuital scheme of the single output HFI (legs LGa and LGc)
and of the dual output HFI (all the three legs).

from the PST but, differently from it, allows to supply simul-84

taneously two coils with two voltages whose amplitudes are85

adjusted independently while maintaining their phase relation.86

Moreover, when the loads seen at the HFI outputs are partially87

reactive, this technique exhibits the inherent ability of adjusting88

the phases of the output voltages in order to reduce the phase89

difference between the two output currents. With respect to [20],90

this article gives a much deeper mathematical analysis of the91

functioning and performance of the presented technique and,92

to this aim, uses the phasor notation to describe the generated93

voltages. The findings of the theoretical analysis are validated94

by the results of experimental tests.95

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II96

reviews the functioning and the limitations of the PST and intro-97

duces the phasor representation used in the subsequent sections.98

Section III describes the proposed technique, and analyzes its99

operation with resistive loads. Section IV considers the effects100

of a partially reactive load on the amplitude and the phase of101

the output voltages. Section V demonstrates and quantifies the102

ability of the proposed technique to reduce the phase difference103

between the output currents. Section VI reports the results of104

the tests performed on a prototypal WPTS. Finally, Section VII105

concludes this article.106

II. PHASE SHIFT TECHNIQUE107

A. Conventional Phase Shift Technique108

A single track coil can be supplied using an HFI formed by109

the two legs LGa and LGc sketched in Fig. 1. According to the110

PST, the power switches are commanded with square-wave gate111

signals to generate the two voltages vco and vao. They can be112

expressed as113

vco = square
(
ωst+

π

2

)
(1)

vao = square
(
ωst+

π

2
− αa,ps

)
(2)

where square(θ) is a square wave function having the falling edge114

at θ = 0, ωs = 2π·fs is the supply angular frequency and αa,ps115

is the phase shift between the gate signals of the two legs. The116

voltages vco and vao are plotted in Fig. 2 with the red solid line117

and the green dash-dotted line, respectively. In drawing the figure118

and in the subsequent discussion, the effects of the dead-times119

Fig. 2. Voltages vco, vbo, and vco generated by PST.

Fig. 3. Voltages vac,ps, vbc,ps and their first harmonic components
generated by PST.

and of the finite commutation times are neglected. In this and in 120

the following figures, a small offset is added to the square wave 121

voltages in order to make it easier to distinguish them from each 122

other. 123

The actual waveform of the output voltage vac, equal to 124

vac,ps = vao − vco (3)

is imposed by the phase shift αa,ps, which lies in the interval 125

(0,π). When αa,ps = 0, vao is in phase with vco and the output 126

voltage vac,ps is nullified; when αa,ps = π, vao, and vco are in 127

phase opposition and vac,ps has a square waveform with twice 128

the amplitude ofvao andvco. In general,vac,ps has the three-level 129

waveform shown by the red solid line in Fig. 3. In each semi 130

period the length of the phase interval with nonzero voltage is 131

equal to αa,ps. 132

Usually the coils of a WPTS are connected to suitable com- 133

pensation networks made of reactive elements [21]. In Fig. 1, 134

the compensation network of the coil a is formed by the series 135

capacitor Ca that resonates with the coil inductance La. The 136

impedance Rref,a accounts for the coil parasitic resistance and 137

the equivalent load of the pickup side of the WPTS reflected to 138

the transmitting side. If the series resonance is enforced at the 139

pickup side, Rref,a results purely resistive. 140
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The series resonant compensation introduces a minimum of141

the reactance seen at the inverter output in correspondence with142

the supply frequency. Consequently, the inverter output current143

is nearly sinusoidal despite the quasi-square waveform of the144

output voltage. From this condition it derives that the power145

transferred to the pickup is mainly dependent on the first har-146

monic component of the supply voltage and is only marginally147

affected by its higher order harmonics. For this reason, it is a148

common practice in the analysis of the WPTSs to consider only149

the first harmonic component of the output voltage rather than150

its actual waveform. The first harmonic component vac,ps,fa of151

vac,ps is expressed by152

vac,ps,fa = Vac,ps cos (ωst+ θvac,ps) (4)

and is plotted in Fig. 3 using the thin red solid line.153

Its amplitude Vac,ps is154

Vac,ps = Vdc
4
π sin

(αa,ps

2

)
Δ
= VM sin

(αa,ps

2

)
(5)

where VM is the maximum amplitude achievable by first har-155

monic component of the inverter output voltage with the given156

dc side voltage Vdc. The initial phase θvac,ps is measured with157

respect to the central point of the negative half period of vco and158

results159

θvac,ps =
π

2
− αa,ps

2
. (6)

The simultaneous supply of two or more track coils can be160

performed using independent HFIs, however, it is possible to161

reduce the cost and the complexity of the WPTS by arranging162

the coils into pairs and supplying each pair using a three-legs163

HFI, as shown in Fig. 1. In this way, the power switches of the164

legs LGa and LGb are flown by the currents ia and ib, while165

LGc sustains the current ic, equal to the sum of ia and ib.166

Applying the PST with the phase shift angle θb,ps to the gate167

command of LGb and LGc, vbc,ps is obtained at the second168

output of the HFI according to169

vbc,ps = vbo − vco . (7)

The amplitude Vbc,ps of its first harmonic component can be170

adjusted independently from Vac,ps, but, following from (6), if171

the phase shift angle αb,ps differs from αa,ps, the phase θvbc,ps172

results different from θvac,ps, as shown in Fig. 3 using the thin173

blue dashed line.174

In the hypothesis that the reflected load is substantially re-175

sistive for both the track coils, as it usually happens when176

series compensation is used in the pickup, a phase displacement177

between the supply voltages entails an about equal phase dis-178

placement between ia and ib, thus impairing the power transfer179

capability of the WPTS when the two track coils supply the same180

pickup.181

B. Phasor Representation of the Generated Voltages182

To represent with more effectiveness the differences between183

the PST and the proposed technique, the phasor notation is184

introduced. Given the phase reference used in (4) and (6), the185

real axis of the phasor diagram corresponds to the opposite186

Fig. 4. Phasor representation of the output voltage.

of the phasor of the first harmonic components vco,fa of vco, 187

represented in Fig. 3 using the thin green dash-dotted line. 188

The phasor of vac,ps,fa is denoted as V ac,ps. Its components 189

are derived from (5) and (6) with some manipulations that 190

involve the use of the double-angle and the half-angle formulas 191{
vac,ps,Re =

VM

2 (1− cos (αa,ps))
vac,ps,Im = VM

2
sin (αa,ps)

. (8)

By expressing v2ac,ps,Im as a function of v2ac,ps,Re and 192

vac,ps,Re, the relation (9) is obtained 193

v2ac,ps,Im +

(
vac,ps,Re − VM

2

)2

=

(
VM

2

)2

. (9)

Equations (8) and (9) reveal that whileαa,ps spans the interval 194

(0,π), the tip of V ac,ps moves from (0,0) to (VM ,0) along the 195

semi-circumference centered in (VM /2,0) and having radius 196

equal to VM /2, as shown in Fig. 4. 197

III. PARTIALLY IMPOSED VOLTAGE TECHNIQUE 198

The modulation technique presented in [20] is based on the 199

hypothesis that the currents supplied by the dual-output HFI 200

flow for the full supply period, as it usually happens when the 201

WPTS operates in resonance. This technique allows to adjust 202

independently the amplitudes Vac and Vbc while maintaining 203

the phase relation 204

θvac − θvbc = 0. (10)

In the same way as PST, the power switches of LGc are 205

commanded with a 50% duty cycle, so that the voltage vco, 206

represented by the thick green dash-dotted line in the upper half 207

of Fig. 5, is imposed during the full supply period. Differently 208

from PST, there are not negligible intervals of the supply period 209

during which neither the upper nor the lower switches of LGa 210

and/or LGb are closed. In these intervals, the actual voltages 211

vao and vbo are not imposed by the switching commands but 212

are dictated by the currents at the HFI outputs, which force the 213

conduction of either the upper or the lower free-wheeling diodes. 214

For this reason, the presented technique is designed as partially 215

imposed voltage technique (PIVT). 216
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Fig. 5. Voltage waveforms generated by PIVT with θia = θib = 0.

More in details, as shown in the upper half of Fig. 5, the217

PIVT closes the upper switch Ta,u of LGa only for an interval218

centered around 0 and spanningαa radians, and the lower switch219

Ta,l of the same leg for an equal interval centered around π.220

Consequently, the power switches of LGa are turned ON and221

OFF one time per supply period, like it happens in PST. While222

Ta,u or Ta,l are closed, the voltage vao is equal to Vdc or to223

−Vdc, respectively, as highlighted by the thick red solid line.224

When both the power switches are open, in agreement with the225

conventions of Fig. 1, at the positive zero crossing of current ia,226

the upper freewheeling diode Da,u of LGa is forced to turn OFF227

while the lower freewheeling diode Da,l is forced to turn ON,228

driving vao to −Vdc. At the negative zero crossing of ia, Da,u is229

forced to turn ON, Da,l is forced to turn OFF, and vao is driven to230

Vdc. When Ta,u is turned ON and OFF, Da,l is forced to turn OFF231

and ON, respectively. The same happens with the pair Ta,l-Da,u.232

If ia is in phase to −vco,fa, as exemplified by the magenta233

dotted line of Fig. 5, the waveform of vao results as reported234

in the upper half of the figure, where the voltages due to the235

diode conduction are represented by the thin red dashed line.236

The output voltage vac = vao − vco is plotted in the lower half of237

Fig. 5, using the thick red solid line when the voltage is imposed238

by the power switches and the thin red dashed line when it is239

driven by the diodes. Obviously, PIVT is used also to command240

the power switches of LGb. If the current ib is in phase to−vco,fa,241

the voltages vbo and vbc have the waveforms plotted with the blue242

lines, the difference with respect to vao and vac being that the243

length of the power switches conduction intervals is αb instead244

of αa.245

The waveforms of vac and vbc are the same obtained with246

the PST but their phase is different as they are symmetric with247

respect to θ = 0. Thanks to this symmetry, it results248

θvac = θvbc = 0 (11)

for any pair of αa and αb so that (10) is always verified. By (11),249

the two voltages result in phase to −vco,fa and, hence, they are250

in phase to ia and ib.251

Equation (5) holds also for the amplitude of the first harmonic252

components of vac and vbc. For vac, it is rewritten as253

Vac,0 = VM sin
(αa

2

)
(12)

where the subscript “0” denotes that (12) refers to the condition 254

of having ia in phase to vac,fa. A similar relation holds also for 255

Vbc,0 provided that αb is used instead of αa. 256

The components of V ac,0 are 257{
vac,0,Re = VM sin

(
αa

2

)
vac,0,Im = 0

(13)

and while αa varies in (0,π), the tip of the phasor V ac,0 moves 258

from (0,0) to (VM ,0) along the real axis of Fig. 4. 259

The results of this section can be summarized by stating that if 260

the loads seen at the HFI outputs are purely resistive, the currents 261

ia and ib are in phase each to the other irrespectively from the 262

relevant output voltages. 263

IV. EFFECT OF LOAD REACTANCE 264

Generally speaking, if the track coils are coupled each other 265

with the mutual inductance Mab and with the pickup with the 266

mutual inductances Map and Mbp, the expressions that link the 267

supply voltages to the track coils currents are 268⎧⎨
⎩
V ac =

(
Ża +

ω2
sM

2
ap

Żp

)
Īa +

(
jωsMab +

ω2
sMapMbp

Żp

)
Īb

V bc =
(
Żb +

ω2
sM

2
bp

Żp

)
Īb +

(
jωsMab +

ω2
sMapMbp

Żp

)
Īa

(14)
where Ża and Żb are the impedances of the assemblies made 269

of the track coils and their compensation networks whilst Żp is 270

the impedance that accounts for the pickup, its compensation 271

network and the load reflected at the input of the high frequency 272

rectifier (HFR) that conditions the voltage induced across the 273

pickup. 274

While the mutual inductance Mab can be reduced by properly 275

designing the coils [22] or by setting up a proper decoupling 276

solution [23], the track coils interaction due to the coupling with 277

the pickup cannot be avoided if both of them supply it at the 278

same time. However, if the track coils and the pickup are series- 279

compensated, the three impedances Ża, Żb, and Żp are purely 280

resistive and if V ac and V ac are in-phase, the same happens also 281

for the currents. 282

The hypothesis of having purely resistive impedances Ża, Żb, 283

and Żp cannot be assured in practical application because of the 284

tolerance on the components of the compensation networks, their 285

variations with ageing, the dependence of the self-inductances 286

and mutual inductance of the track coils and of the pickup to 287

their relative positions. 288

Any of these causes originates a phase displacement between 289

the currents ia and ib and the first harmonic components vac,fa 290

and vbc,fa of the relevant HFI output voltages. In the subsequent 291

analysis it is supposed that the phase displacement can take 292

any value even if, in a practical application, only the interval 293

(−π/2,π/2) should be considered, otherwise the power would 294

flow back from the load to the dc side of the HFI. In order to 295

simplify the discussion, only the effect of a phase lag of ia with 296

respect to−vco,fa will be considered, with the awareness that the 297

results can be easily adapted to the case of ia leading −vco,fa, 298

and extended to the current ib. Moreover, it is also supposed 299

that αa > 0 whilst the generalization of the results to the case 300

αa = 0 is reported in the next Section. 301
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Fig. 6. Voltage waveforms generated by PIVT in mode A.

By analysis of Fig. 5, three modes of operation can be rec-302

ognized: a) ia changes its sign from negative to positive before303

Ta,u is switched ON; b) ia changes sign while Ta,u is ON; c) ia304

changes its sign after Ta,u is switched OFF.305

Each mode originates a different behavior and must be studied306

separately. In all the cases ia is considered sinusoidal and is307

expressed as308

ia = Ia cos (ωst+ θia) . (15)

A. (αa/2− π/2) < θia < 0309

This situation is exemplified in Fig. 6. By comparison with310

Fig. 5, it results that there are two more phase intervals where311

the HFI output voltage vac is different from zero. During the312

first interval, which begins at the falling edge of vco and extends313

for a phase interval equal to |θia|, ia maintains the conduction of314

Da,u so that vac results equal to Vdc. During the second interval,315

which has the same phase length and begins at the rising edge316

of vco, the conducting diode is Da,l and vac is equal to -Vdc.317

The voltage vac can be expressed as the sum of the output318

voltage plotted in Fig. 5 and relevant to the case of θia = 0,319

and of the voltage vac,ia, plotted with the blue dotted line in320

the lower half of Fig. 6, which includes only the two additional321

conduction intervals originated by the reactive component of ia.322

The waveform of vac,ia is similar to that of Fig. 3 and, hence, the323

parameters of its first harmonic components vac,ia,fa are easily324

derived from (5) and (6) as325

Vac,ia = − VM sin

(
θia
2

)
(16)

θvac,ia =
π

2
+

θia
2

(17)

where θia is negative because, by hypothesis, (αa/2 − π/2) <326

θia < 0.327

Equations (16) and (17) show that, differently from what328

happens with αa, the angle θia affects the phase of vac,ia,fa329

besides its amplitude, and hence, it effects the phase of vac,fa.330

The phasor of vac,fa can be decomposed as in Fig. 4 in two331

contributes332

V ac = V ac,0 + V ac,ia. (18)

The first of them is aligned with the real axis and has the 333

components given by (13) while the components of V ac,ia, 334

derived from (16) and (17) are 335{
vac,ia,Re =

VM

2 (1− cos (θia))
vac,ia,Im = − VM

2
sin (θia) .

(19)

From the comparison of (19) with (8) and by remembering 336

that θia is negative it can be concluded that the tip of V ac,ia 337

moves on the same semicircumference as the tip of V ac,ps. In 338

the limit condition of αa = 0 and in the hypothesis that also 339

in this case ia flows for the full supply period, the constraint 340

(αa/2−π/2) < θia < 0 states that θia could span the interval 341

(−π/2,0) and that, consequently, the tip of V ac, which in this 342

limit condition is equal to V ac,ia, would move on the arc of 343

the semicircumference beginning at (VM /2,VM /2) and ending 344

at (0,0). This is denoted as the maximum arc. 345

In realistic operating conditions αa is bigger than zero and 346

as it increases, θia can span a reducing angular interval so that 347

the tip of V ac,ia moves on shorter and shorter sections of the 348

maximum arc, beginning at the point 349{
vac,ia,Re,max = VM

2

(
1− sin

(
αa

2

))
vac,ia,Im,max = VM

2 cos
(
αa

2

) (20)

and ending at (0,0). Equation (20) is obtained from (19) by 350

setting θia = −π/2 + αa/2. 351

From (18), (19), and (13), the components of the phasor V ac 352

result 353{
vac,Re =

VM

2

[
2sin

(
αa

2

)
+ 1− cos (θia)

]
vac,Im = − VM

2
sin (θia)

(21)

from them, the amplitude and the phase of V ac are readily 354

derived as 355

Vac =
VM

2

√[
2sin

(αa

2

)
+ 1− cos (θia)

]2
+ [sin (θia)]

2

(22)

θvac,1 = atan

[
− sin (θia)

2sin
(
αa

2

)
+ 1− cos (θia)

]
. (23)

For a given value of αa, Vac results higher than Vac,0 because 356

of the contribute of V ac,ia, but in any case, Vac never exceeds 357

VM , which is reached when αa = π and V ac,ia is null. 358

For any value of αa in (0,π), while θia spans the interval (αa 359

/2−π/2,0), the tip of V ac moves on an arc originating at 360{
vac,Re,max = VM

2

(
1 + sin

(
αa

2

))
vac,Im,max = VM

2 cos
(
αa

2

) (24)

and ending at (VM ·sin(αa /2), 0). The origins of these arcs lie on 361

the quarter of circumference drawn with the blue dash-dotted 362

line in Fig. 4. It is denoted as limit arc because, together the 363

maximum arc, it bounds the semicircle where all the possible 364

phasors V ac fall. 365

Fig. 4 reports an example of the decomposition of V ac ac- 366

cording to (18) and all the possible positions of its tip for five 367

different values of αa. When αa = 0 the maximum arc on the 368

left, expressed by (19), is obtained; as αa increases the arcs 369
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Fig. 7. Voltage waveforms generated by PIVT in mode B.

origins move to the right on the limit arc and the arcs length370

diminishes. Any two arcs intersect only outside the boundary371

semicircumference and, consequently, for any given phasor V ac372

there is only one pair of αa and θia that realize it.373

The analysis of the PIVT when ia leads −vco,fa and 0 ≤374

θia ≤ (π/2 − αa/2) is readily derived from the previous results375

considering that in this situation the conduction intervals of the376

diodes are on the right of the power switches conduction intervals377

instead that on the left. As a consequence, the phase of V ac,ia378

is negative and the phasor diagram of Fig. 4 must be redrawn379

symmetrically with respect to the real axis.380

B. (−αa/2− π/2) ≤ θia ≤ (αa/2− π/2)381

This mode is exemplified in Fig. 7. By comparison with Fig. 6,382

it results that now the intervals of diode conduction extend up383

to the turning ON of the power switches. As a consequence, the384

output voltage vac results positive from −π/2 to αa and negative385

from π/2 to π+αa with a waveform that depends on αa only,386

being the same that would have been obtained using the PST387

with αa,ps = π/2+αa/2. The amplitude and the phase of vac,fa388

are then expressed by (25) and (26), obtained from (5) and (6)389

Vac = VM sin
(π
4
+

αa

4

)
(25)

θvac =
π

4
− αa

4
. (26)

390

The components ofV ac are worked out manipulating (25) and391

(26) obtaining expressions equal to (24), thus demonstrating that392

while αa spans the interval (0,π), the tip of V ac lies on the limit393

arc.394

As in the previous mode, if the current ia leads −vco,fa395

and (π/2 − αa/2)≤θia≤(π/2+αa/2), the findings are still valid396

provided that the diagram of Fig. 4 is redrawn symmetrically397

with respect to the real axis.398

C. −π ≤ θia ≤ (−αa/2− π/2)399

This mode happens when the diodes conduction enlarges the400

phase interval of nonzero vac beyond the end of the conduction401

interval of the power switches, as exemplified in Fig. 8.402

Fig. 8. Voltage waveforms generated by PIVT in mode C.

The overall waveform of the output voltage vac is similar to 403

that considered in situation A about vac,ia, consequently, vac 404

and θac are given by (16) and (17). However, in this case the 405

interval spanned by θia ranges from an angle smaller than −π/2 406

to −π so that the tip of V ac lies on the limit arc instead that on 407

the maximum arc. 408

The symmetry of phasor diagram with respect to the real axis 409

holds also in this mode if 0 ≤ θia ≤ (π/2 − αa/2). 410

V. PHASE ADJUSTING PROPERTY OF PIVT 411

The phase adjusting property of the PIVT can be easily figured 412

by conceiving an ideal experiment. Let us suppose that the 413

equivalent loads at the HFI outputs are both resistive so that 414

the phase displacements ΔθLa and ΔθLb between the output 415

currents ia and ib and the relevant voltages vac,fa and vbc,fa are 416

zero. Then, there are no additional conduction intervals of the 417

free-wheeling diodes and the phases θvac and θvbc of the output 418

voltages with respect to −vco,fa are zero; being ΔθLa = ΔθLb 419

= 0, the same holds also for θia, and θib. 420

If, for any reason, the equivalent load connected at the a-c 421

output of the HFI becomes partially inductive, ΔθLa becomes 422

negative. The lag of ia with respect to vac,fa originates additional 423

conduction intervals for the diodes which, in turn, forces vac,fa 424

to lead vbc,fa of the phase angle θvac>0. Being understood that 425

ΔθLa is dictated only by the equivalent load and is independent 426

from θvac, the phase advance of vac,fa shifts ia forward of the 427

same phase angle. Then, the resulting phase lag of ia, with 428

respect to −vco,fa, equal to 429

θia = ΔθLa + θvac (27)

is smaller than it would have been if θvac had remained equal to 430

0, thus reducing the phase displacement between ia and ib. This 431

result holds even ifΔθLa > 0, or if the reactive load is connected 432

to the b-c output of the HFI. It is worth to highlight that the 433

reactance of the equivalent load can arise from nonidealities of 434

the WPTS, as hypothesized in the previous paragraphs, or from 435

on-purpose designed compensation networks connected to the 436

track coils or to the pickup. In both cases, the PIVT reduces 437

the phase displacement between the HFI output currents with 438

respect to the PST. 439
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Equations (22) and (23), which hold in mode A, and (16) and440

(17), relevant to mode C, use θia as independent variable to work441

out θvac, thus making difficult to apply directly (27) to obtain θia.442

To circumvent this difficulty, it is useful to remind that usually443

the control algorithm of a WPTS generates the reference for the444

amplitude of ia and manipulates Vac adjusting αa to track it.445

Thus, in the subsequent considerations Vac is considered as a446

given parameter V ∗
ac and θia is computed as a function of both447

V ∗
ac and ΔθLa. As a byproduct of the procedure, αa is obtained448

as well, showing that in some conditions there is not any αa able449

to implement the required V ∗
ac, thus finding the boundaries of450

the operating region where PIVT can be actually controlled.451

The computation of θia begins by hypothesizing that the452

PIVT is operating in mode A. Using (27) to express θvac, the453

components of V ac are by definition equal to454 {
vac,Re = V ∗

ac cos (θia −ΔθLa)
vac,Im = V ∗

ac sin (θia −ΔθLa)
. (28)

The second of (28) can be expanded in455

vac,Im = V ∗
ac [sin (θia) cos (ΔθLa)− cos (θia) sin (ΔθLa)] .

(29)
Equating (29) to the second of (21) it is possible to derive a456

relation between θia and ΔθLa as457

θia = atan

[
sin (θia)

cos (θia)

]
= atan

[
sin (ΔθLa)

cos (ΔθLa) +
1
2
VM

V ∗
ac

]
. (30)

Equation (30) states that |tan(θia)|<|tan(ΔθLa)| and that, con-458

sequently, |θia|<|ΔθLa|, as expected. Moreover, (30) shows that459

for small values of V ∗
ac the phase adjusting is more effective460

because atan(θia) is small. If, instead, V ∗
ac increases the phase461

adjusting is less effective.462

Once θia is obtained by (30), it is inserted in the first of (28)463

to compute vac,Re. Then, θia and vac,Re are used in the first of464

(21) to work out αa in the form465

αa = 2asin

(
vac,Re

VM
+

cos (θia)

2
− 1

2

)
. (31)

If αa > 0 and (αa/2−π/2)< θia < 0 the hypothesis of466

operating in condition A is verified and the values obtained from467

(30) and (31) are correct. Otherwise mode B is considered.468

In mode B, the phasor V ac is completely defined by αa and469

so, being its amplitude V ∗
ac given, by (25) it results470

αa = 4

[
asin

(
V ∗
ac

VM

)
− π

4

]
. (32)

Once obtained αa, it is substituted in (26) to find θvac and471

then, by (27) θia is readily worked out. In this mode, αa must472

be positive and θia must satisfy the condition (−αa/2 − π/2) ≤473

θia ≤ (αa/2 − π/2), otherwise mode C is checked474

In mode C, the actual output voltage cannot be controlled475

because it depends on the conduction of the diodes rather than476

on the power switches commands. From (17) and (27), θia is477

computed as a function of the phase displacement due to the478

load obtaining479

θia = 2ΔθLa + π (33)

then, using (16) and (17), V ac is derived.480

Fig. 9. Phase correction property of PIVT.

The phase displacement αa can assume any value between 0 481

and −2(θia-π/2) without affecting the PIVT functioning. If αa 482

exceeds the maximum value, then mode B occurs. Instead, if αa 483

is equal to 0 a particular case of mode A happens. This mode is 484

denoted as D and its analysis is readily performed recognizing 485

that (21) changes into (19), which in turn comes from (16) and 486

(17). Then the PIVT functioning is described by (16), (17), and 487

(33), like in mode C, but with the additional condition of having 488

αa = 0. 489

Fig. 9 reports the plots of θia as a function of ΔθLa for 490

different values of the V ∗
ac/VM ratio. When ΔθLa is equal to 491

zero, obviously θia is equal to 0 as well, independently from 492

the value of V ∗
ac, and so all the curves begin at the origin of 493

the graph. Initially PIVT operates in mode A and, according to 494

(30), the phase compensation effect is stronger with small values 495

of V ∗
ac. This is reflected in Fig. 9, where the five different blue 496

solid lines, each of them relevant to mode A with a different 497

value of V ∗
ac, show that for a given |ΔθLa| the corresponding 498

|θia| is always smaller, and that their difference increases as V ∗
ac 499

decreases. As θia becomes more negative, the contribution of 500

the additional conduction intervals to the overall amplitude Vac 501

increases and αa must be reduced to maintain Vac equal to V ∗
ac. 502

At this point, two different evolutions are possible. 503

1) It happens that αa must be set to zero while |θia|<π/2, 504

passing to mode D. It is represented by the magenta dotted 505

segment. IfΔθLa decreases further, the diodes conduction 506

intervals enlarge even more and when their angular span 507

exceeds π/2, mode C is enforced and the (ΔθLa,θia) pair 508

moves on the green dash-dotted segment. 509

2) If V ∗
ac is high enough, the enlarging diodes conduction 510

intervals merge with the shrinking power switches con- 511

duction intervals before the latter ones reduce to zero, and 512

originate situation B, represented by the red dashed lines. 513

A further decrease of ΔθLa forces αa to be set to zero, 514

but now condition |θia| > π/2 holds and the PIVT moves 515

from mode B to mode C without passing through mode 516

D. 517

VI. PIVT EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 518

A. Experimental Setup 519

The PIVT has been tested in an experimental setup that 520

includes an HFI that supplies with the voltage vac the 521

series-compensated coil “a” coupled with its pickup. The pickup 522
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Fig. 10. Experimental setup.

TABLE I
WPTS CHARACTERISTICS

is series-compensated as well, and is connected to an HFR523

formed by a diode H bridge. A capacitor is connected at the524

output of the HFR to smooth the oscillations of the dc bus525

voltage and a resistive load in parallel to the dc bus emulates526

the EV battery. The HFI output voltage vbc supplies the coil527

“b” that is series-connected with a compensation capacitor and528

a resistive load. This arrangement emulates the behavior of529

another track coil, and maintains a constant resistive equivalent530

load at the HFI output in order to have ib in phase to vbc,fa531

and to perform the tests in the same condition as considered532

in the previous Sections. Sizing and design of the HFI and its533

characteristics are described in details in [24]. Its power stage is534

based on the three-legs CCS050M12CM2 module manufactured535

by Wolfspeed and encompasses the driving and transduction536

circuitry. The control stage of the HFI was initially designed to537

drive only two legs of the power module and to implement the538

PST. It had been redesigned to drive the three legs of the power539

module and its control firmware, run by a Texas microcontroller540

TMS320F28335, has been rewritten to allow the implementation541

of the PIVT. The layout of the prototype is shown in Fig. 10542

whilst Table I reports its main characteristics.543

B. Experimental Tests and Results544

A number of tests have been performed on the prototypal545

WPTS to check the ability of the PIVT of supplying two coils546

with different voltages and of reducing the effects of the reac-547

tance seen at the HFI output on the relative phases of the currents548

ia and ib. The tests have been performed by increasing step by549

step the capacitance of the resonant capacitor Ca connected to550

the coil “a” up to reaching twice its nominal value. The amplitude551

of both ia and ib has been maintained around 5A adjusting552

manually vac and vbc acting on αa and αb. The samples of the553

quantities involved in each test have been acquired by means of554

a digital oscilloscope equipped with voltage and current probes.555

Fig. 11. HFI output voltages and currents with Ca = Ca,N.

Fig. 12. HFI output voltages and currents with Ca = 1.625·Ca,N.

In nominal conditions, i.e., when Ca = Ca,N the voltages and 556

the currents at the HFI outputs are those reported in Fig. 11. 557

It can be seen that ia and ib are in phase because both the 558

impedances seen at the inverter outputs are resistive. The spikes 559

in the waveforms of vab and vbc are due to the dead times of 560

0.5 μs inserted between the turning OFF and ON of the power 561

switches of LGc. 562

The waveforms relevant to the test performed with Ca = 563

1.625 Ca,N are plotted in Fig. 12. The figure clearly shows the 564

additional conduction intervals originated by the phase lagΔθLa 565

of ia with respect to and vac and described in Section IV-A. 566

These conduction intervals encompass also the spikes produced 567

by the dead times, which instead are still visible in the waveform 568

of vbc. Now ia and ib are no more in phase but the additional 569

voltage vac,ia reduces the phase difference between the currents. 570

The upper half of Fig. 13 shows the waveforms of the current ipk 571

in the pickup coil and of the voltage vpk at the input of the HFR. 572

Given that ipk flows for the full supply period, each pair of the 573

HFR diodes is in conduction and connects the dc bus to the input 574

terminals of the HFR for half of the supply period thus explaining 575

the square waveform of vpk. The lower half of Fig. 13 reports 576

the spectra of vac and ia. They confirm what can be deduced 577

by inspection of Figs. 11–12, i.e., that the current is nearly 578

sinusoidal and that the approach based on the first harmonic 579

components applied in the theoretical analysis performed in 580

the previous sections is justified. Finally, Fig. 14 shows the 581

waveforms of the voltages van, vbn, and vcn of the HFI, i.e., 582
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Fig. 13. Pickup voltage and current with Ca = 1.625·Ca,N (top). Spec-
tra of vac and ia (bottom).

Fig. 14. HFI output voltages with Ca = 1.625·Ca,N.

Fig. 15. HFI output voltages and current with Ca = 1.25·Ca,N,
Ca = 1.5·Ca,N, and Ca = 2Ca,N.

the HFI output voltages referred to the negative terminal n of583

the dc bus. Apart for an offset of Vdc/2, they correspond with the584

expected profiles of vbo and vco, reported in Fig. 5, and of vao,585

plotted in Fig. 6.586

Setting Ca to other different values does not affect the wave-587

forms of vbc and ib and, hence, in Fig. 15 only vac and ia are588

plotted. The figure confirms that the length of the conduction589

intervals increases together with the lag of ia with respect to ib.590

With Ca = 2Ca,N, the PIVT is near to pass to the B mode of591

operation.592

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 16. Theoretical and experimental results comparison (top). Effi-
ciency results (bottom).

The samples of the waveform relevant to vac, vbc, ia, and ib 593

have been processed by a MATLAB script to work out the ampli- 594

tude and the phase of their first harmonic components obtaining 595

the values listed in Table II. Following from the consideration of 596

Sections II and III, if the load seen at the output b-c of the HFI is 597

purely resistive, vbc,fa results in phase to −vco,fa and, hence, it 598

has been used as phase reference for the other quantities instead 599

of−vco,fa without impairing the results of the previous sections. 600

According to the second column of Table II, ib results nearly 601

perfectly in phase to vbc,fa, thus confirming that the equivalent 602

load at the b-c output of the HFI is actually resistive and that 603

it is unaffected by the variation of Ca. The third column shows 604

how Vac has been increased to maintain a constant amplitude 605

of ia across the increasing impedance of the equivalent load. 606

The fourth column reveals that |ΔθLa| never exceeds 60° and 607

that consequently, according to Fig. 9, the PIVT always operate 608

in mode A. The fifth column highlights the phase adjusting 609

property of the PIVT that successes in reducing |θia| with respect 610

to |ΔθLa|. 611

Equation (30) has been used to obtain the nine blue lines 612

plotted in the upper half of Fig. 16. Each of them corresponds to 613

one value of Vac/VM given in Table II and to ΔθLa spanning the 614

interval (−60°,0). As a matter of fact, Fig. 16 can be considered 615

as a magnification of the upper-right part of Fig. 9. The blue 616

circles are obtained inserting in (30) the (Vac/VM ,ΔθLa) pairs 617

from Table II; each of them lies on a different line and represents 618

the theoretical value of θia. The red crosses, instead, correspond 619

to the experimental value of θia, reported on the fifth column of 620

Table II. 621
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Analysis of Fig. 16 shows that results from the experiments622

match very well with the expected ones and that PIVT is623

actually able to reduce the phase displacement between the624

currents when a reactive equivalent load is connected to the HFI625

outputs.626

C. Efficiency Considerations627

From the description given in Section III about the commuta-628

tions of the power switches and of the diodes it derives that, with629

respect to the PST, the PIVT exhibits two additional zero-current630

commutations for each diode of LGa and LGb in each supply631

period. Other diode commutations happen at the turning ON and632

OFF of the power switches and are of the same type as those633

happening at the end of the dead times when the PST is used.634

Consequently, it can be concluded that the switching losses635

caused by the PIVT exceed those relevant to PST of the amount636

given by the zero-current commutation of the diodes. Moreover,637

in PIVT the diodes are flown by current for a comparatively long638

time so that their conduction losses should be considered whilst639

with the PST only the power switches are flown by current for640

most of the period.641

The effect of the PIVT on the HFI efficiency have been ex-642

plored by processing the samples of the input and output voltages643

and currents, acquired in the working conditions considered in644

Table II. The two last columns of the table report the average645

efficiency relevant to the PST and the PIVT. These quantities646

are plotted in the lower half of Fig. 16. Analysis of the data647

shows that at low values of Ca/Ca,N, the efficiency of PIVT is648

comparable with that of the PST whilst, for higher values of649

Ca/Ca,N, the PIVT performs a little worse. This behavior can be650

explained by supposing that the diodes switching losses do not651

affect much the overall efficiency of the HFI whilst it is more652

sensitive to the conduction losses of the diodes, which likely are653

higher than those of the power switches.654

VII. CONCLUSION655

This article proposes a modulation technique for a three-leg656

HFI that allows the simultaneous supply of two track coils of657

a WPTS. The amplitudes of the voltages supplying the two658

coils can be adjusted independently while maintaining the coil659

currents in phase for resistive HFI loads and reducing the current660

phase difference under the onset of a reactive component of661

the loads. The proposed technique has been deeply analyzed662

mathematically and then substantiated by experimental tests663

performed on a prototypal WPTS. The obtained results match664

very well with the expected ones. The efficiency measurement665

show that, adopting the proposed modulation technique, the666

losses of the HFI increases only marginally with respect to those667

of PST.668
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